
WRITING YOUR PRD 
WITH CHATGPT

DAISYCHAIN’S GUIDE TO



I 'm going to assume:

1. You’re familiar with ChatGPT.

2. You know how to come up with decent prompts.

3. You use ChatGPT for a bunch of different one-off
tasks, but when you start using it for more complex stuff,
it starts to break down and becomes less useful.

BEFORE WE START...



THE PROBLEM WITH
JUST ASKING

CHATGPT TO WRITE
YOU A PRD...

CHAPTER 1



IF YOU'VE EVER TRIED TO
WRITE A PRD WITH CHATGPT
YOU PROBABLY USED A
PROMPT THAT SOUNDED
SOMETHING LIKE THIS:

“ PREPARE A PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR A NEW
FEATURE TO OUR SOFTWARE.

OUR APPLICATION AIDS URBAN GARDENERS IN EUROPE WITH
PLANT CARE INSIGHTS. THE NEW FEATURE WILL INTRODUCE A
DATABASE OF COMMON PLANT DISEASES AND PESTS,
ENABLING USERS TO IDENTIFY AND FIND SOLUTIONS FOR THEIR
SPECIFIC GARDENING CHALLENGES.”

Reword this with the specifics of your product and
feature, and it will work. The problem is that the result
will be so generic that it's practically unusable. 

I'm working on adding a CSV upload feature to the
product I'm working on at the moment. I pulled the
variables from the prompt above into separate sections
so that the prompt is easier to reuse.

Here’s what I got...



WRITE A PRODUCT
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR
A NEW FEATURE FOR OUR APP.

BELOW IS AN EXPLANATION OF
WHAT OUR PRODUCT DOES AND
WHO IT IS FOR, ALONG WITH A
BASIC DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW
FEATURE WE INTEND TO ADD.

###

WHAT OUR PRODUCT DOES:

THE REASON TO USE OUR
PRODUCT IS THAT IT LETS YOU
CHAIN CHATGPT PROMPTS
TOGETHER TO CREATE
TEMPLATES FOR REUSABLE SETS
OF TASKS OR WORKFLOWS. THIS
HELPS YOU SAVE TIME AND
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY.

WHO OUR PRODUCT IS FOR:

THE TARGET MARKET HERE IS
MARKETING AGENCIES.

FEATURE DESCRIPTION:

THE FEATURE IS TO LET PEOPLE
ADD CSV FILES TO THE PROMPTS
STEPS. THIS LETS PEOPLE RUN
ANALYSIS ON CSV DATA AS PART
OF A WORKFLOW. THIS COULD
BE GREAT FOR CREATING
CUSTOM REPORTS FROM LARGER
MORE COMPLICATED SETS OF
DATA.



This is great. 

I mean, it’s a complete PRD. 

But I would never use it.

For starters, it just sounds too jargon-y. Who wants to
inflict this kind of stiff language on people who actually
have to actually use the document.

It's also way too vague to be useful. 

I also need to add a bunch of specific details to this
before it becomes something we could actually use. 

Perhaps most importantly, this doesn't reflect how we
put ideas together for new features in our team.

Every team I’ve ever worked with has a different group of
people who pay attention to PRDs. And they all want
different things out of it. 

If your PRDs aren’t just a formality then your team has
probably already evolved its own unique format that
makes sure everyone involved gets what they need out of
it.

The first step to making this PRD something you can use
is helping ChatGPT understand how you would like it to
be structured.



STEALING A 
STYLE YOU LIKE

CHAPTER 2



My personal 1-Pager template 1.

Asana’s project brief template 2.

Intercom’s story template 3.

Adam Thomas’ initiative template 4.

Figma’s PRD template 5.

Intercom’s story template 6.

Product Hunt’s PRD template7.

Steve Morin’s 1-pager template (EM at Asana) 8.

Kevin Yien’s PRD template (PM at Square)9.

Adam Waxman’s PRD template (Design at SeatGeek) 10.

"REWRITE THIS PRD IN THE STYLE OF RYAN SINGER'S SHAPE UP"

ChatGPT is surprisingly sharp at imitating style. If you
follow a specific PRD convention you can just mention the
convention and chances are it will know what you are
talking about.

If you don’t have a convention that ChatGPT knows about
then you can just copy in an earlier PRD you’ve used and
ask it to use that style. If you don’t have an earlier
example here are 10 great PRD formats that you can copy
into your prompt as an example.

This fantastic list comes from Lenny’s blog post on his
favorite product management templates:
https://www.lennysnewsletter.com/p/my-favorite-templates-issue-37

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1541V32QgSwyCFWxtiMIThn-6n-2s7fVWztEWVa970uo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W46cmPfPwXIIH2mNNbbQ5EdjnhQFqGxGhT5iAijmJjc/edit#heading=h.cqt1a4hrfy8u
https://s3.amazonaws.com/marketing.intercomcdn.com/assets/Intercom-Job-Story-template.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B3GEUwgEIIQVgRp85l4DKLZOTzgGZmBIAjR06p4wuwY/edit#
https://coda.io/@yuhki/figmas-approach-to-product-requirement-docs/prd-name-of-project-1
https://s3.amazonaws.com/marketing.intercomcdn.com/assets/Intercom-Job-Story-template.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yrU5F6Gxhkfma91wf_IbZfexw8_fahbGQLW3EvwdfQI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BeNK9BYd3-8pAqVYR_B0Gzp7kGNtWdPFHJKIXI52_84/edit?ts=5f264700#heading=h.6jynaot9cbnq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mEMDcHmtQ6twzNlpvF-9maNlAcezpWDtCnyIqWkODZs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xc9TZX-7NMfOykzFKR0o0jzTUygoAFzWadxDVR7sNvs/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.lennysnewsletter.com/p/my-favorite-templates-issue-37


FILL IN THE
NUANCE

CHAPTER 3



NOW THAT WE HAVE A
GOOD FIRST DRAFT...
There’s no point in getting ChatGPT to add specific
details about your feature. It will never understand your
product or the problem in the way that you do. 

You can try, and you might get there eventually, but with
the time you would waste, it’s simpler to just make
nuanced edits yourself.

Making edits on an existing document that resembles how
you like to structure your PRDs is so much easier than
starting from a blank page. There's just something about
fixing something that is broken that is easier than starting
from a blank page. 

“IF NOTHING ELSE, CHATGPT IS
A FANTASTIC TOOL FOR
KICKSTARTING PROJECTS THIS
WAY AND BLOWING THROUGH
PROCRASTINATION.”
I added some details, two screenshots, one quick sketch,
edited some bullet points around, and I had something
sharable in less than 20 minutes.



This is not good
enough for the final
document, but it is a
coherent overview of
your entire proposal,
and it’s good enough
to share with a few key
stakeholders for some
preliminary feedback
before you start
refining the details.

The first bit of
feedback I got was to
split the feature into
stages. 

Core aspects 
Important (but will
still work without).
Nice-to-haves.

Doing this made the
first part of this feature
so simple that it was
built and released
before I could finalize
the PRD – what a rare
and delightful problem.

Now it’s time to get
started on the next
PRD...



CHAINING CHATGPT
PROMPTS TOGETHER
Instead of repeatedly copying and pasting sets if
chatGPT prompts, having a template for these steps
would be great. This is what DaisyChain, the product we
are working on, does. 

I copied the three prompts so far into a single PRD
drafting template that you can use or modify here:

https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/prd

Now if only there was a way to anticipate and address
feedback on my next PRD before I waste anyone’s time.

https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/prd


CHATGPT AS A
REASONING

ENGINE

CHAPTER 4



I first bumped into the
idea of using ChatGPT to
do a pre-mortem from  
Ethan Mollick, an
associate professor at
The Wharton School at
the University of
Pennsylvania.

“HIGHLIGHT THE MOST
CRITICAL POTENTIAL
FAILURES IN THE FEATURE
DEVELOPMENT BASED ON
THE DETAILS IN THE
PROVIDED PRD”

STEP 1

STEP 2 STEP 3

“PRETEND TO BE AN
EXPERIENCED CUSTOMER
SUPPORT MANAGER, GIVE
ME YOUR TOP THREE
CONCERNS WITH THE
FOLLOWING FEATURE.”

In addition to an overall
critique of the PRD,
ChatGPT does a great
job of simulating
feedback from specific
kinds of stakeholders.

“HOW COULD WE MAKE
THE USER EXPERIENCE
EVEN MORE DELIGHTFUL
FOR THE FOLLOWING
FEATURE?”

Sometimes it can be
useful to inverse your
phrasing and think about
how to make a feature
better, rather than just
spotting problems.

I’ve combined all three of these critiques into a single
workflow that anyone can use and modify here.
https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/steelman

https://twitter.com/emollick/status/1633175746435862529
https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/steelman


ALL THE FIDDLY
DETAILS

CHAPTER 5



User Stories -  "Pretend to be a skilled UX

professional. Craft a user story for the following

feature. Follow modern best practices, and include its

acceptance criteria."

1.

Microcopy - “Pretend you are a skilled copywriter with

experience writing microcopy. For each of the

following user stories, suggest microcopy and error

messages for any associated UI.”

2.

Release notes - “Write release notes for the following

feature. Focus on what the feature helps people do

and why this matters. Then address the most likely

questions users will have about the feature.”

3.

One of the greatest strengths of ChatGPT is its ability to
handle repetitive, mundane tasks. The four areas I’ve
found this most useful when writing PRD are:

I’ve combined all three of these prompts into a single
workflow that anyone can use and modify here.
https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/details 

https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/details
https://daisychainai.com/@daisychain/details


PRINCIPLES FOR USING
CHATGPT WELL
1. Did you put the instructions at the beginning of the
prompt and use ### to separate the instruction and
context?

2. Were you specific, descriptive, and as detailed as
possible about the desired context, outcome, length,
format, style, etc

3. Where possible, did you provide a few examples of
what you want?

4. Did you ask ChatGPT to pretend to be a domain
expert? - I have no idea why this works so well, but it
does.

5. Are you using the latest model? Unless you have a
good reason not to, always use the latest model.

These are not my principles, these are Open AI’s best
practices.

If you’d lik3 to build your own templates if connected
ChatGPT prompts please sign up to become a DaisyChain  
beta tester over at:

https://daisychainai.com

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/6654000-best-practices-for-prompt-engineering-with-openai-api
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/6654000-best-practices-for-prompt-engineering-with-openai-api
https://daisychainai.com/


WRITTEN BY 
JOSH PITZALIS

DAISYCHAINAI.COM
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